Explore Goucher Day

Saturday Program - Tentative Schedule

8:40 AM  Registration & Refreshments

9:10 AM  Welcome & Introduction to Goucher College
          Learn from our President, Kent Devereaux, about The Goucher Edge, our distinctive undergraduate experience that provides every student with an Edge.

9:20 AM  The Goucher Commons: Innovation in the Liberal Arts
          Dive deeper into the Goucher Commons, a common set of learning experiences, where students engage in solving complex problems and develop proficiency in areas that will make them ready for the jobs of the future.

10:00 AM Student & Family Member Breakout Sessions
          Students  Class Visit Options
          Experience life inside the classroom first-hand by attending a class led by a member of our award-winning faculty.

          Family Members  The Goucher Edge in Action Community Panel
          Leaders within Academic and Student Affairs will expand on the unique benefits of The Goucher Edge including the global experience and Internship Accelerator. There will be time set aside for Q&A, so come with your questions ready!

11:15 AM  Student-Led Campus Tour
          Depart Hyman Forum #2
          Take in the beauty of Goucher’s 287-acre campus during a walking tour led by a current Goucher student. During the tour, you’ll be able to see the places and spaces where Goucher students study, live, and play.

12:15 PM  Lunch with Goucher Community Members
          Mary Fisher Dining Center #15
          Connect with members of the Goucher community and sample our food offerings in the main student dining center. Managed by Bon Appétit, menu items are prepared by experienced chefs, in small batches, to ensure freshness and great taste. We hope you’re hungry!

1:15 PM  Applying for Admission & Financial Aid
          Hyman Forum #2
          We understand the college admissions and financial aid process can be a bit confusing and overwhelming. During this session, our goal will be to de-stress the process by walking you through exactly what you need to do. There will also be time set aside to answer questions.